
Chinese Management Scholars’ Community (CMSC):  
Teaching Forum 

 
Tuesday, August 11, 2015 
5:00 p.m. – 10: 00 p.m.  
Venue: Room 2800, Segal Graduate School, Beedie School of Business, Simon Fraser 
University, 500 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada 
 
Purposes: 

1. To learn how to become a dedicated and effective teacher  
2. To foster a rewarding and integrated research-teaching career and a balanced life  
3. To demystify case method teaching and discuss requirements for successful case teaching   
4. To help with the design, preparation, and execution of teaching at business schools 
5. To help prepare for executive teaching   
6. To facilitate the development of a knowledge- and experience-sharing community for 

Chinese management scholars 
 
Target Audience: 

1. Management scholars or professionals who are motivated to improve their teaching skills 
and teaching effectiveness, and/or to increase their impact on students or executives 

2. Advanced doctoral students getting ready for teaching 
3. Faculty members, especially assistant or associate professors 

 
** The program will be conducted in Chinese ** 
 
Facilitator: 

Ming-Jer Chen 
Leslie E. Grayson Professor of Business Administration 
The Darden Graduate Business School, University of Virginia 
 

Coordinators:  
Guoli Chen, INSEAD  
(guoli.chen@insead.edu; http://www.insead.edu/facultyresearch/faculty/profiles/gchen/) 
Minyuan Zhao, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania 
(myzhao@wharton.upenn.edu; https://mgmt.wharton.upenn.edu/profile/27458/)  

 
 
If you are interested in participating, please pre-register at the CMSC-Workshop webpage.   
http://www.mingjerchen.com/activities/cmsc/2015-cmsc-events/  
Inquiries about the program should be directed to Jiangyong or Tianxu . 

mailto:guoli.chen@insead.edu
http://www.insead.edu/facultyresearch/faculty/profiles/gchen/
mailto:myzhao@wharton.upenn.edu
https://mgmt.wharton.upenn.edu/profile/27458/
http://www.mingjerchen.com/activities/cmsc/2015-cmsc-events/


Arrival and Registration: 4:30-5:00 p.m. 
 
Note: “Individual Case-Teaching Assessment” to be distributed and completed  
 

Session 1 5:00–6:30 p.m. Teaching and the Case Method  

  Assignments: 
1. Case: “The Section Just Took Over: A Student’s 

Reflections“ by C. Ronald Christensen  
2. “Notes on Preparing and Teaching Courses Using 

Business Cases” by John Whitney 
3. “Teaching as Leading,” by Donald C. Hambrick  
4. “Case in Point: Using the Power of ‘One’ as a Business 

Practice,” Ming-Jer Chen, The Washington Post, 2012, 
July 8. 

Study Questions: 
1. From your teaching experience (or your observation of 

other instructors), which philosophies, techniques, and/or 
methodologies appear to be the most useful in encouraging 
a class to achieve general teaching objectives without 
subjecting the students to the sort of lockstep pattern 
Webster has chosen? 

2. What key teaching lessons have you gleaned from the 
case?  How might they apply to your own teaching? 

3. Based on your experience of case teaching, what do you 
see as the most important things a case teacher should do 
or avoid doing?   

4. What makes a good (or bad) case?   
[Handouts: “The Case: ‘The Section Just Took Over’”;“Teaching 
and the Case Method”] 

Break 6:30 – 7:00  

Session 2 7:00 – 8:20 Bringing Teaching to the Context 

  The Observation: 
Teaching as the dependent variable (DV) is a function of a series 
of independent variables (IVs), many of which are context 
specific. 
Topics for discussion: 

1. The DV –two aspects of context-specific teaching 
strategies: 
a. from the Ph.D. program to our role as teachers 

(especially when our training is from a different 



context from the teaching needs). 
b. teaching in different contexts (Program: 

undergraduate, MBA, executive, Region: US, Asia, 
Europe). 

2. The IVs –two context variables: Audience, and Contents. 
a. Audience: How is teaching affected by students’ 

educational and cultural background, work 
experience, and objectives of their business school 
education? 

b. Contents: How should we choose the right subjects 
and formats in different teaching contexts? 

We will use round-table format to facilitate the discussion. 

Break 8:20 – 8:40  

Session 3 8:40 – 10:00 Teaching Preparation, Execution, and Research-Teaching 
Integration  

  Study Questions: 
1. What do undergraduate and MBA teaching have in 

common?  How do they differ? 
2. What makes a great teacher?  What makes a great 

researcher?  What makes a great business leader?   
3. What do these three have in common?  How do they 

differ?   
4. What are some cultural and institutional challenges to 

teaching effectively in the U.S.?   
[Handouts: “Teaching: Preparing, Executing, and Integrating 
with Research”] 

 
The Chinese Management Scholars’ Community (CMSC) is an informal, open-platform 
community that offers career-related services to Chinese (or Chinese-speaking) management 
scholars.  Our community represents a grass-roots, voluntary effort initiated by individuals who 
are bonded by common interests and values.  We are guided by our mission, to pass the baton 
(傳承), and our core values derive from the “middle” or “zhong” (中) philosophy: integrity, 
harmony, balance, integration, dynamics, and independence.  Founded in 2006 by Ming-Jer 
Chen as a small “workshop” for Chinese scholars in strategic management dedicated to the 
development of well-balanced business academics, the group is now composed of 200-some 
members.  Our current focus is on serving scholars in the macro management area, and we offer 
the following member-centered programs: 1) CMSC-Workshop; 2) CMSC-Reunion; 3) CMSC-
RF (Research Forum); 4) CMSC-TF (Teaching Forum); 5) CMSC-Camp (Mentors’ Camp). 
 
 



Ming-Jer Chen, Leslie E. Grayson Professor at The Darden School, is a leading authority in 
strategic management.  He is recognized for his pioneering work in competitive dynamics and 
ambicultural management.  Ming-Jer is former President (2012-2013) and a Fellow of the 
Academy of Management, a Fellow of the Strategic Management Society, and former chair of 
the Academy’s Business Policy and Strategy Division.  He has received numerous awards, 
including the Academy of Management’s Career Award for Distinguished Educator (2014) and 
the Academy of Management Review Best Paper Award (1996), and has served on the editorial 
boards of several leading scholarly journals.  Ming-Jer’s corporate outreach experience includes 
more than 20 years of executive teaching at Darden, the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 
School, and Columbia Business School.  He has contributed to the East-West business dialogue 
via keynote speeches at such symposia as the World Economic Forum’s China Business Summit 
and HSM forums in Buenos Aires, São Paulo, and Milan.  He is a columnist for Harvard 
Business Review (Chinese edition).  Prior to joining the faculty at Darden, Ming-Jer founded 
Wharton’s Global Chinese Business Initiative and served on the faculty at Columbia.  In addition, 
he has held honorary, advisory, or visiting appointments at universities in China, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan, Singapore, and the U.K.   
  
Guoli Chen is Assistant Professor of Strategy at INSEAD. He received his Ph.D. in strategic 
management from the Pennsylvania State University. He teaches Strategy, Value Innovation, 
Incentives Design and Corporate Governance to various programs, including full time MBAs, 
Master of Finance, Executives and PhDs.  Guoli’s research focuses on the influence of CEOs, top 
executives, and boards of directors on strategic choices and organizational outcomes, as well as 
the dynamics in CEO-board relationships and corporate governance. He is also interested in 
organizational growth (e.g., M&As, IPOs), organizational renewal (i.e., turnaround situations) 
and organizational sustaintability (CSR). His work has been published in top academic journals 
including Administrative Science Quarterly, Academy of Management Journal, Strategic 
Management Journal, Organization Science, Journal of Business Venturing, and Leadership 
Quarterly, among others. His papers have received many awards at the Academy of Management 
Conference and Strategic Management Society Conference. He was a representative-at-large at 
the Corporate Strategy and Corporate Governance interest group of Strategic Management 
Society and serves on the editorial board of Academy of Management Journal. Prior to academia, 
Guoli worked as an investment banker at Daiwa Securities. 
 
Minyuan Zhao is an Associate Professor of Management at the Wharton School, University of 
Pennsylvania. Minyuan's research examines the interactions between firm strategy and external 
environment in a global context: How market institutions affect firms’ global strategies, and how 
firm strategies shape the global economic landscape. Her work on multinational R&D strategies 
received awards from INFORMS, the Academy of Management, and the Strategic Management 
Society. Her papers have been published in top journals such as Management Science, Strategic 
Management Journal, Journal of International Business Studies, and Journal of Economics and 
Management Studies. Prior to joining Wharton, Minyuan was on the faculty of Ross School of 
Business (Michigan) and before that, Carlson School of Management (Minnesota). She was the 
recipient of the 2012 Teaching Excellence Award from the Michigan EMBA program and the 
2013 Best Educator Award from the NUS-UCLA EMBA program. She also had work experience 
in entrepreneurship, government think tank, and the automotive industry. 


